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Unlock unprecedented experiences with unlimited access 
to Verizon's 5G Ultra Wideband network. 

Experience quicker downloads with unlimited 5G UW data, 
immersive high definition streaming video experience and 
unlimited 5G UW mobile hotspot when in 5G UW locations.

Get the coverage you need on the included 5G Nationwide 
network, which will continue to expand over time.

Enjoy loyalty discounts. The longer you stay, the more you 
save.

There’s 5G, then 
there’s Verizon 
5G. 

5G UW: the speed you need.

What used to take minutes now could only take a 
few seconds on 5G Ultra Wideband. 

5G Nationwide: the coverage you need.

Coverage across America with similar performance 
to our award winning 4G LTE network.

The Complete 5G Story

4G LTE/5G Nationwide and 5G UW coverage.

*5G Nationwide available in 2,700+ cities. 5G Ultra Wideband available only in parts of select cities. 5G Ultra Wideband access requires a
5G-capable device inside the 5G Ultra Wideband Coverage Area. Downloads over 5G Ultra Wideband. Depending on location, uploads over 5G
Ultra Wideband or 4G LTE. Mobile Hotspot access includes Unlimited 5G Ultra Wideband Mobile Hotspot when in a 5G Ultra Wideband
location, plus 10 GB of 5G Nationwide / 4G LTE data, then speeds up to 600 Kbps the remainder of the month. Your data experience and
functionality of some data applications such as streaming video or audio may be impacted.

5G Ultra Wideband for Unlimited 
Prepaid Customers

On 1.20.2021, Verizon will begin offering a new $75 Prepaid Unlimited Plan. Customers on 
the new phone  plan can enjoy unlimited access to the 5G Ultra Wideband Network in 
addition to 4G LTE and 5G Nationwide coverage.

Sell it.*

Available January 20, 2021
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● Unlimited mobile hotspot data while on the 5G UW network.
● Downloads are over 5G Ultra Wideband. Depending on location, uploads are

over 5G Ultra Wideband or 4G LTE.
● 5G Ultra Wideband access requires a 5G-capable smartphone inside the 5G

UW coverage area.
● Customer must be on the new $75 Prepaid Unlimited Plan to take advantage

of all of the 5G UW benefits.
● 5G Nationwide/4G LTE mobile Hotspot access includes 10 GB of 5G

Nationwide / 4G LTE data, then speeds up to 600 Kbps for the remainder of
the month.

● 5G Ultra Wideband is only available in parts of select cities.

Restrictions and stackability.

Non-Compatible Devices:
● Non-5G Smartphones
● Basic phones
● Jetpacks
● Tablets

Feature Stackability:
● The $75 plan will include mobile hotspot so,

the $5 mobile hotspot feature can not be
added to the $75 Unlimited Plan.

● Plan includes 10GB of 5G Nationwide/4G LTE
mobile hotspot and unlimited data at 600
kbps thereafter.
○ The data experience and functionality

of some data applications such as
streaming video or audio may be
impacted.
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The details.

What’s new.

Beginning 1.20.21, prepaid customers can choose the new 
$75  Unlimited Plan. Customers can experience the new 
benefits of 5G Ultra Wideband in addition to the 4G LTE and 
5G Nationwide Network they already enjoy today. 

Key points.

#
#
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Taxes & fees apply. $5/mo loyalty discount applies after 3 months of service; add'l $5/mo applies after 9 mos of service, for a total of $10/mo 
on plans $40 or higher. Discount applies as long as your line is not disconnected. Add’l $5 Auto Pay discount applies after 1st mo. When in 4G 
LTE/5G Nationwide coverage, DVD-quality streaming (up to 480p). In times of congestion, your data may be temporarily slower than other 
traffic. For 5GB and 15 GB plans, once high-speed data is used (including Mobile Hotspot on applicable plans), you will have 2G speeds. 
Functionality of some data applications such as streaming video or audio may be impacted. 5G Nationwide data is available in 2,700+ cities. 
5G Ultra Wideband available only in parts of select cities. 5G Ultra Wideband access requires a 5G-capable device inside the 5G Ultra 
Wideband Coverage Area. Downloads over 5G Ultra Wideband. Depending on location, uploads over 5G Ultra Wideband or 4G LTE.

Loyalty discount is applied based on the number of plan renewals. Consecutive monthly renewal/payments are not required.

5 GB 15 GB Unlimited
Unlimited 

Includes 5G Ultra 
Wideband

$40/mo $50/mo $65/mo $75/mo

$35/mo $45/mo $60/mo $70/mo

$30/mo $40/mo $55/mo $65/mo

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4th month 
of service

$5/mo 
discount 
begins

The longer you
stay, the more 
you save.

Verizon prepaid customers ($40 plans or higher) receive loyalty discounts for their tenure. 
Current prepaid customers migrating to new plans will be eligible for monthly discounts based 
on their time with Verizon. Note about Family Accounts: Loyalty Discounts are at the line level 
and are rewarded based on the individual line’s tenure.

10th month 
of service

$10/mo 
discount 
begins

Starting at:

After 3 months of 
service:
with $5 loyalty discount 

After 9 months of 
service:
with $10 loyalty discount 

Loyalty 
Discounts

#



